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The present invention relates to apparatus for
accelerating charged particleasuch as electrons.
by means of magnetic induction effects, and is es

pecially applicable in connection with apparatus
of the general character described in application
Serial No. 365,520, ?led November 13, 1940 in the
name of Donald W. Kerst, said application being
assigned to the General Electric Company, a cor
poration of New York.

'

Apparatus of the character referred to typi
cally includes a closed vessel and a magnetic sys
tem for producing a time-varying magnetic field
of such space distribution as to ‘confine charged
particles projected within the vessel to a circular

vision of a device actuated directly. by the varia
tions of the accelerating field to control either
the injection or the release of charged particles,
and in the preferred ‘arrangement, to control
both of these functions in correlated fashion. In
one embodiment, the means employed for this
purpose comprises a magnetically controlled elec
tronic switch which is positioned within the re
gion ofvinfiuence of the magnetic ?eld by which
acceleration is accomplished and which is opera- ‘

.tive to control the energlzation of a particle-in
jection means at one instant and to control the
energization of a particle-releasing means at an
other instant.
The features which I desire to protect herein
are pointed out with particularity in the append
ed claims. The invention itself, together with
further objects and advantages thereof may best

‘orbit along which thecparticles are continuously
accelerated by the ?eld as it increases in magni
tude. When the particles have been accelerated
to a desired velocity, they are diverted from the
accelerating orbit and used for the production of
be understood by reference to the following de
useful biological or other e?ects.
20 scription taken in connection with the drawings
' In the operation of magnetic induction appa
in which Fig. l is a partially sectionalized eleva
ratus of the type speci?ed, a major problem con
tion of an accelerating apparatus suitably em
sists in the provision of suitable means for intro
~ bodying the invention; Fig. 2 is a cross section
ducing charged particles into the orbital path in
taken on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 represents
which acceleration is to occur, while another 25 schematically a fragmentary portion of the ap
problem involves the provision of means for ef
, paratus of Fig. 1 and illustrates the mode of enfectively diverting or'releasing the particles after
ergization of the magnetic structure of the appa
their acceleration has proceeded to the desired
ratus; Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing the in
degree. In connection with both the functions
ternal construction of. a magnetically controlled
referred to in the foregoing, (i. e. injection and .. electronic switch forming one of the elements of
release of charged particles), a primary dii?culty
Fig. 1; Fig. 5 is a perspective view supplemen
is that of correlating the action of the injecting
tary to Fig. 4; Fig. 6 is a circuit diagram show
and releasing means with the variations of the
ing means for controlling the injection of elec
accelerating ?eld. The latter ?eld is convenient
trons in the apparatus of Fig. 1; Fig. 7 is another
ly produced by the operation of a cyclically vari 35 circuit diagram showing means for energizing
able current supply source, such as a source of
the electron-releasing system of the apparatus;
alternating current, so that the acceleration of
and Fig. 8 is a graphical representation ‘useful
the particles is an intermittent procedure. In
in explaining the invention. '
jection of particles is found to be most effective
Referring particularly to Fig. 1 there is shown
if electrons are introduced into the accelerating 40 in section a closed glass vessel H) which de?nes
orbit 'at a time when the accelerating magnetic
within its interior an annular chamber ll. As
?eld strength is near its zero value, whereas it is
will be explained in greater detail at a later point
desirable to release the particles from the ac
_ the vessel l0 encloses a‘circular orbit in which
celerating ?eld at a time when the ?eld is ap
electrons may be accelerated to a high voltage,
proaching a maximum value. In order to per 45 say on the order of several million volts. The
mit some degree of flexibility in output, it is fur
vessel is preferably highly evacuated, although
ther desirable to be able to control the particle
the presence of a-small amount of gas is permis
releasing agency so as to cause particles to be
sible under some circumstances. A. high resist
released at‘various points in the cycle of varia
ance coating, such as an extremely thin layer of
tion of- the accelerating ?eld.
50 silver (not shown), may be advantageously ap
The present invention has as an object the
plied to the interior surface of the vessel to pre
provision of means by which the foregoing de
vent wall-charging and the like. 7
siderata may be accomplished in a simple and
The accelerating mechanism comprises .a mag
reliable fashion. In this connection, an impor
netic structure having generally circular pole
tant feature of the invention consists in the pro
pieces which are coaxial with the annular vessel
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ll. These pole pieces include a pair of jux
taposed circular parts I! and H which consist,

by making the reluctance of the magnetic path

for example, of laminated iron and which are .

tron orbit than its average reluctance within the
orbit. In order to maintain ?xed proportional
ity between the enclosed ?ux and the guide field

greater by an appropriate amount at the elec

respectively supported on conically tapered parts
I! and IS. The tapered parts in turn are based
upon large cylinders 18 and 19 which connect

(i. e. the field Hr) at all times during the ac
celerating period, one may include in the mag
netic path an air gap or its equivalent. It is

with closed magnetic cores 2| and 22 so as to

provide a complete path for magnetic ?ux. The

readily practicable to control the dimensions of

elements of the magnetic structure are con
stituted of ferromagnetic material and should
be of laminated or otherwise subdivided con
struction, so as to minimize eddy currents.
The magnetic structure is excited by means
of a pair of series connected coils 24, 25, which
are mounted on the cylinders l3 and I9 and
which are energized in such manner as to pro
duce a time-varying ?ux in the magnetic
circuit. The energizing means may appro

such a gap from point to point over the pole area
in such a fashion as to effect the balanced rela

tionship of guide ?eld and enclosed ?ux which is
desired for the purpose speci?ed above.
A principal problem in the operation of appa
ratus of the type under consideration consists in
introducing electrons into the accelerator. In
general, however, it is found that the di?iculties
of electron injection may be to a large extent

overcome by providing an electron source which
priately be of the character shown in Fig. 3 which
illustrates diagrammatically a portion of the 20 is actually within the region of in?uence of the
magnetic ?eld and which is of such character as
structure of Fig. 1. The coils Hand 25 are

shown connected in series with one another and
~
with a bank of condensers 32 which are of such
capacity as to resonate with the inductance of
the coils at a frequency corresponding to the de 25

sired frequency of operation of the apparatus.
(This may be, for example, on the order of 600

to provide electrons having a de?nite initial di

rection and velocity. The arrangement shown in

Figs. 1 and 2 is of this character and comprises
a coiled ?lamentary cathode 28 having substan
tial extension in a direction parallel to the axis
of symmetry of the vessel Hi. This cathode is

enclosed laterally by a pair of metal electrode
elements 29 which are arranged in juxtaposed
widely from this value are also usable.) To
supply the losses of the resonant circuit thus 30 relation so as to provide at their edges a pair of
slots which permit the escape of electrons’
formed, the coils 24 and 25 may be coupled to
emitted by the cathode in a direction generally
primary coils 33 and 34 which are directly en
tangential to the outer wall of the vessel Ill. The
ergized from an A. C. power source 36. A rela
members 29 are in turn enclosed by a somewhat
tively small amount of power supplied by the
similar pair of conductive elements 30 positioned
source 36 will serve to maintain the resonant
to provide slots in alignment with the slots pro
system in excited condition.
7
vided»between the members 29. During periods
Within the closed vessel [0 (Fig. 1) and also
of operation of the electron injector, the elec
within the region of in?uence of the magnetic
trode elements 29 are normally maintained at
?eld produced by the pole pieces (5 and I6 there
is provided a thermionic cathode 28 which, in 40 a potential which is negative with respect to the
cathode 28, and the elements 30 are maintained
conjunction with the other electrode structure
at a relatively positive potential. With this ar
shown, serves to generate an intermittent stream
rangement the resultant electrostatic ?elds tend
of electrons. These electrons are affected by
to produce a thin ribbon of electrons proceeding
the magnetic ?eld in two ways. In the ?rst
place, since the ?eld is in a direction transverse 45 in both directions through the slots provided
between the various electrode elements. With
to the plane of the electron motion, it tends to
' a given direction of the magnetic ?eld, only the
force the electrons to follow a generally cir
electrons projected from one side of the electrode
cular orbit. Secondly, the time-varying flux en
system are utilized, the remainder (that is‘, those
closed by the orbit of any particular electron
necessarily produces an accelerating action on 50 projected in the other direction) being de?ected
away ‘from the accelerating orbit against the
the electron. In this latter respect, the appa
outer wall of the enclosing vessel. Best results
ratus as a whole consists essentially of a trans
are obtained by injecting the electrons with an
former with a secondary comprising a circular
energy of at least several hundred electron volts,
path along which the various electrons are ac

cycles per second, although frequencies differing

celerated. Although, in general, the voltage per
turn in such a transformer is low, the electrons
can achieve very high velocities (e. g. several mil
lion volts) because of the tremendous number
of turns "which they may execute during a single
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this being obtained by application ‘of appropriate

potentials to the electrodes 29 and 30.
For satisfactory operation it is found desirable
in most cases to limit the introduction of elec

trons to the period when the magnetic ?eld
cycle of the ?eld variation.
60 strength is small since this condition apparently
results in maximum acceptance of electrons.
It has been shown that by a proper design of
The ful?llment of this requirement presupposes
the magnetic structure the ?eld existing at the
some means for accurately correlating the elec
electron orbit may be caused to produce a cen
tron-injecting means with the variations of the
tripetal force in balance with the centrifugal
tendencies of the accelerated electrons. In gen 65 magnetic field, and the present invention has for
one of its objects the provision of such means.
eral, this result requires that the following rela
In this connection there is provided in the
tionship be satis?ed: ¢=21rT2Hr, where o is the
construction of Fig. 1 a magnetically controlled
?ux included within the electron orbit, r is the
switch in the form of .an electronic discharge tube
radius of the electron orbit, and H1- is the ?eld
strength at the orbit. This equation obviously 70 40 which is mounted in proximity to the poles of
the magnetic structure so as to be within the
means that the ?ux ¢ must be twice as strong
region of in?uence of at least the fringing por
as that which would be produced. by a homogene
tion of vthe time-varying magnetic ?eld produced
ous ?eld equal to the ?eld Hr extending over the
between these poles. This tube is suitably of the
entire area enclosed by the orbital electron path.
The condition just speci?ed may be realized 75 character illustrated in Fig. 4 and includes within

assures
a sealed envelope 4| an assembly of electrodes

3

supplying potential vto the various electrodes of
the switching tube.

adapted to produce a concentrated stream or ray
of electrons. The means employed in this con

Let it be assumed that the induction accelerator
nection includes a heatable cathode 42 having
is in operation and that at a chosen instant of
associated with it a channel-shaped electrode 48 5 time the accelerating magnetic ?eld has such a
which may be connected to the cathode and which
value that the electron stream projected from the
serves to concentrate into a directed stream the
cathode'of the tube I8 is not permitted to reach
electrons released by it.
the collector 55.
For the purpose of giving these electrons ve
At an instant later, when the magnetic ?eld
locity and direction there is further provided in 10 has passed its maximum‘ value and has returned
proximity to the cathode 42 an accelerator 45
to zero, the electron stream will be restored to
which consists of a cage-like structure having a
its-unde?ected condition and will then impinge
collimating aperture 45 in alignment with the
abruptly upon the collector so that a pulse of
cathode. The structure 45 is provided in the wall
current will be initiated in the collector circuit.
more remote from the cathode 42 with a pair of '
In the arrangement illustrated this circuit in
additional openings 48 and 49 through either of
cludes a resistor 18‘ across which a voltage ap
which the electron stream may leave the structure
pears as the result of the aforementioned current
provided it is properly ‘directed.
pulse. In order to cause the voltage pulse thus
The location of the opening 48 is such as to
‘produced to initiate the injection of electrons
permit passage of the electron stream through it 20 into the accelerating orbit of the device I8 there
when the stream is in an unde?ected condition,
is provided in circuit between the electrode 55
that is, when it is projected in a straight line
and the injecting electrode structure a controlled
from the cathode 42 as is true in the absence of a
discharge tube ‘I2 which may' be a gas-?lled
magnetic or electrostatic de?ecting ?eld. Upon ‘ thyratron and which has the function of abruptly
egress from the opening 48, the beam passes be
energizing the injecting electrodes of the device
tween two parallel conducting plates 5|, 52 and 25 in. The power supply circuit which is employed
through a further collimating element 54 having a
in this connection includes a condenser 14 which
small opening 55. Passage of the beam through
is adapted to be connected across a potentiometer
this latter opening causes it to impinge upon a

collecting electrode 56, the function of which will
be described more fully at a. later point.
In the event that. the electron stream proceed
ing from the cathode 42 is de?ected laterally, as

by the action of a magnetic ?eld, it may, when
the de?ecting ?eld is of the proper strength, leave
the structure 45 through the opening 49. In this
case it passes between a second pair of plates 59
and 50 and after passing through a second col

limating opening 62 provided in the electrode 54,
is collected by an alternative collecting ele
ment 64.

c

15 when the tube 12 is ?red. A direct current
30 supply source ‘I9 is connected to the condenser

through a current limiting resistor 80 and acts
to charge the condenser when the tube 12 is in a
non-conductive condition. Firing of the tube 12
is accomplished by the use of a control grid 83
which is connected to a terminal of the resist
ance 18 through a blocking condenser 84. (If
desired, an ampli?er may be included in this
circuit.) A grid-leak resistor 85 is connected
between the grid 83 and the cathode TI to permit
40 the grid to be normally maintained at a some

In the use of the device 40 in the application
now under consideration, the arrangement is such

what negative bias.

'

With this circuit, as soon as current ?ows

that the electron stream proceeding from the

through the resistor 18 (i. e. upon receipt ofa

cathode 42 is enabled to reach the collector 56
only when the magnetic ?eld between the ac

pressed on the grid 83 and the tube 12 is ren

celerator poles I5 and I6 is of zero value or very

close to this value. Under these circumstances

current pulse by the collector 56), voltage is im
dered conductive. The consequent current ?ow
through‘ the resistor ‘I5 results in making the ,

electrodes 38 positive with reference to the oath
there will be no de?ection of the beam by'the
?eld, so that straight line projection of it may 50 ode 28 while making the electrodes 29 relatively
negative. Accordingly, electrons are projected
be assumed. However, as soon as the ?eld rises
into the accelerating chamber in accordance with
to an appreciable value, de?ection of the electron
the previously explained mode of functioning of
stream will occur in accordance with well-known

principles of electromagnetic action and current
the electrodes 28, 29 and 30. Inductance 86 con
?ow to the current collector 55 will be interrupted. 55 nected in series with the tube 12 assures that

~ For present purposes theorientation of the tube

40 with respect to the accelerating magnets is
preferably made such as to assure de?ection of the
electron stream of the tube in a plane which cuts

across the collimating apertures 48, 49, 55 and 60
82, a condition which prevails when the axis of
the tube is parallel to the common axis of the,
pole pieces I8 and IS.
The arrangement described in the foregoing

after the condenser 14 is discharged, an instan-v
taneous reversal of potential across the tube 12
occurs so that the tube is again rendered non-_

conductive and the injection of electrons abrupt
ly terminated. No further injection can occur
until the magnetic ?eld again approaches zero
value, at which time the electron stream pro
ceeding from the cathode 42 is again permitted
to strike the collector 56.

.

may be made use of to obtain exact correlation 65
It is in most instances desirable to inject elec
of the variations of the accelerating magnetic
trons only on alternate half cycles (i. e. when
?eld with the functioning of the electron injecting
the magnetic ?eld passes through zero in a par
system of the annular accelerating device ID.
ticular. direction), ‘.and for this reason it will
This is accomplished in one embodiment of the
ordinarily'be expedient to provide some means

invention by the circuit illustrated in Fig. 6 in 70 for preventing the triggering of the injecting
which ?gure the elements 28, 29 and 30 will be
circuit when the ?eldlis passing through zero in
recognized as corresponding to the similarly num
the unwanted direction. This may be done in‘
bered parts of Figs. 1 and 2. Parts 42 to 54 in
‘one way by energizing the accelerating electrode
clusive are elements which have been described
45 (Fig. 4) from the alternating current source
in connection with Fig.4. 69 isa battery for 'is by which the magnet coils 33 and 34 are supplied

4

assmse

(i. e. rather from the battery 99 as in the circuit
of Fig. 6). with this arrangement the circuit
connections should, of course, be such as to as
sure a positive potential on the electrode 45 as

the magnetic ?eld passes through zero in the

wanted direction and to apply negative potential
to the electrode when the ?eld is varying in the
opposite sense. When these conditions are ful
?lled, the electron beam of the switching tube is

oppose the voltage generated by this flux in the
The number of turns in the
respective coils can be made such that these
voltages are approximately equal, with the result
that little or no net voltage will appear in the‘
external circuit.
The use of the compensating coils 92 and 93

- coils 99 and 9|.

has the further advantage of\reducing the self--v

inductance of the circuit in which they are con
cut off on alternate half cycles so that it becomes 10 nected and hence of minimizing the voltage re

quired to excite'the orbit-shifting coils 99 and 9|.
This result is attributable to the fact that the
mutually bucking e?ect of the two sets of coils
the magnetic ?eld acting on it.
reduces the net ?ux produced by the coils in the
In addition to the problem of injecting elec
trons at a proper time, there further exists the 15 main magnetic circuit to a very low value, thus
making the self-inductance of each coil corre
problem of releasing the electrons from the ac
spondingly low.
celerating orbit after they have attained the de
The use of coils such as 99 and 9|, and the fur
sired high velocity. The accomplishment of this
ther use of such coils in combination with the
end requires a disturbance of balance between
the accelerating ?eld and the guide ?eld main 20 compensating coils 92 and 93 are features in
vented by Donald W. Kerst and ‘are described
tained by the operation of the magnetic struc
and claimed by him in application Serial No.
ture so that the accelerated electrons may escape
445,465 ?led June 2, 1942 and assigned to the
from the circular orbit to which they are other
same assignee as the present application. These
wise con?ned. One means for producing this

inoperative during such half cycles to trigger the
injecting circuit regardless of the magnitude of

unbalance comprises auxiliary ?eld-producing 25 features are not intended to be claimed herein.
As has been stated, it is imperative for satis
coils mounted in proximity to the accelerating
chamber and excited in such fashion as to modify
the distribution of the accelerating ?eld. For
this use it has been found advantageous to pro

vide in connection with the pole pieces I5 and
I6 (Fig. 1) coils 99 and SI which are disposed
on the pole faces and which, in a preferred
method of use, are connected in series in such
a sense that current ?ow is in the same direc

tion through both coils. With this arrangement,

factory results that the energization of the orbit
disturbing coils 99 and 9| be correlated with the

variations of the accelerating ?eld so as to re

lease the electrons only when they have reached
the desired velocity. This end can be readily
accomplished by a further application of the
electronic switch 49; the mode of its use in this
connection being indicated in Fig. '7.
In the last named ?gure it will be observed

that there are shown electrodes 42 to 64 corre
when the auxiliary coils 99 and 9| are energized,
sponding to similarly numbered electrodes of
the radial gradient of the magnetic ?eld (i. e.
Fig. 4 and also that there are shown diagram
the change of ?eld with radial position) is al
matically the auxiliary ?eld-producing coils 99
tered, the ?ux within the electron orbit being
increased and the ?eld gradient at the orbit be 40 and 9| and the compensating coils 92 and 93,
these being connected in series. Energization of
ing made more rapid, or 'vice-versa, depending
the coils 99 and 9| is controlled by an intermit
upon the direction'of the current in the auxiliary
tently conducting discharge device I99 operable
coils. This occurrence serves to make the elec
to place the coils in circuit with a condenser 95
tron orbit unstable radially so that electrons are
permitted to escape from it, either in an inward 45 which is charged from a unidirectional voltage
source 96 through a current limiting resistor 91.
or an outward direction. according to the sense
Like the device 12 of Fig. 6, the device I99 may
in which the ?eld of the auxiliary coil disturbs
be a gaseous thyratron capable of being rendered
the balanced condition of the magnetic system;
conductive only upon the application of a pulse
‘ In a construction such as that shown
of positive voltage to the grid I92 of the device.
in which the target 35 is near the inner periph
In the present instance such pulses are applied
ery of the accelerating chamber, the direction of v
by connecting the grid through a blocking con
excitation of the coils 99 and 9| should be such
denser I94 to a resistor I95 which is in circuit
as to favor the escape of electrons from the nor
with
the collecting electrode I54. (Negative bias
mal orbit in the inward direction so that the
escaping electrons may be intercepted by the . is normally maintained on the grid by the com
bined action of the condenser I 94 and an asso
target. This is a condition which will obtain if,
ciated resistor I96.) With this arrangement
the energization of the coils is such as to decrease
voltage appears across the resistor I95 whenever
the magnetic ?ux within the electron orbit and
current is received by the electrode 64, this being
to increase the radial gradient of the ?eld at
an event which occurs only when the ?eld be
60
the orbit.
tween the pole pieces of the indication acceler
Since the coils 99 and 9| link the major portion
ator is of su?icient magnitude to cause the elec
of the flux passing between the pole pieces I5 and
trons from the cathode 42 (Fig. 7) to be de?ected
I6, there is a considerable voltage developed in
through the openings 49 and 62 in the electrodes
these coils as a result of the time-varying char
acter of this ?ux. Because this voltage produces 65 45 and 54. Assuming that this event occurs when
the accelerating ?eld is approaching its maxi
undesirable disturbances in the circuit used to
mum value, it is apparent that triggering of the
energize the coils, it is desirable to suppressit,
tube I99 will occur at a time when the electrons
and for this purpose it has been found helpful
within the annular vessel I9 are fully accelerated.
to include compensating coils 92 and 93 in series
with the coils' 99 and 9|. The coils 92 and 93 are 70 At this time, current will be permitted to ?ow
between the anode I98 and the cathode I99 of
suitably attached to the surfaces of the coils 24
the tube I99 and the coils 99 and III will be
and 25 and are reversely connected with respect
abruptly energized by a discharge from the con
to the coils 90 and 9|, so that the voltage induced
denser 95. The effect will he, therefore, to per
in them by the variations of the magnetic flux

passing through \the poles I5 and I6 tends to 75 mit an abrupt contraction of the electron orbit

R,
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within the vessel III so that the accelerated elec- '

the curve A represents the variations in magni

trons may be intercepted by the target with the
consequent production of useful radiations (e. g.

tude of the accelerating magnetic ?eld as it is

X-rays) .

excited from the alternating current supply

After the condenser '95 is fully‘dis- .

source 36 (Fig. 3). When the ?eld is near zero
value, as at the points a, the- electron stream

charged, the tube I00 will again be rendered non
conductive and the electron-releasing system _

of the electronic switch 40 will be unde?ected

conditioned for a further operation at the end
of the next accelerating cycle.
It is in many cases desirable to make the time
of disturbance of the electron orbit controllable
so that some choice in the matter of the velocity

plished, for example, by mounting the switch on
a bracket I2Il in such fashion that the switch

so that current ?ow may occur to the collecting
electrode 56 with resultant excitation of the in
jecting electrodes of the- device III (i. e. in ac
cordance with the operation of thecircuit of Fig.
6). At a later time, when the magnetic ?eld has
attained a value b suflicient to produce de?ec
tion of the electron stream of the tube 40 into a
position in which it impinges upon the collecting
electrode 64, the auxiliary coils 90 and SI will
be abruptly energized and the accelerated elec
trons will be de?ected from the accelerating orbit

may be moved toward and away from the poles ‘

so as to enable them .to strike the target 35.

of the released electrons is possible. This ?exi- ,

bility may be realized in the construction of Fig.
1 by providing for adjustment of the position of
the electronic switch 40. This may be accom

[5

I5 and I6 of the magnetic structure. To permit
If it is desired to change the time of electron 1
such movement the base of the tube 40 is set in 20 release by means of the magnetic biasing coil
a slot or keyway in thebracket I20 and is moved
I35 (Fig. 1) this may be done in one way by pass
. back and forth in this slot bythe action of a
ing current through the coil in such a direction
threaded drive shaft I22 coacting with a corre
that the ?eld of the coil tends'to oppose the de
spondingly threaded member I23 secured to the
?ecting action of the'?eld produced by the ac-.
tube base. The rotation of the shaft I22 may be 25 celerating magnet. Under these circumstances
controlled in a convenient manner by a worm
the injection of electrons will be'delayed, say to
I25 which is driven from a threaded shaft I26,
the time a’, and the release of electrons will be
the latter terminating in a readily accessible
correspondingly retarded to a time b‘, the
knob I28. In order to permit the desired‘ motion
amount of such retardation being in each'case
of the tube 40 to take place without destroying 30 determined by the amount of biasing ?eld em
ployed.
the electrical connections to the tube, the tube
may be provided with ?exible leads I30 which
Alternatively, the time of electron release may
are brought out through a slotted opening I3I
7 be changedwithout concurrently changing the
in the bottom of the bracket I20.

time of electron injection supply by moving the

.

By the arrangement described the energiza

35

electronic switch 40 away from the aceclerating

tion of the orbit-disturbing coils 90 and 9| may

pole structure by appropriate rotation of the ad- -

be delayed by pulling the tube 40 away from the
poles of the magnetic structure so that the tube

justing knob I28 (Fig. 2). In this case the eifect
as far as the tube 40 is concerned is equivalent to

lies in a relatively weaker ?eld. Under these ‘ that which would be obtained by reducing the
circumstances the electron beam from the oath 40 maximum value of the accelerating magnetic
ode 42 will not be su?iclently de?ected to strike
?eld, say to the extent indicated by the curve A’
the ‘electrode '64 until the accelerating ?eld
of Fig. 8. Under these circumstances, the ?eld
reaches a higher value than would be required
intensity I) required to trigger the electron re
with the tube 40 in a closer position. Conse
leasing circuit is attained only at a relatively
quently, energization of the coils 90 and 9| and 45 later point in the magnetic cycle. However, the
the ensuing disturbance of the electron orbit will
time of electron injection 11 is not appreciably af
be correspondingly retarded. It is worthy of
fected.
note that motion of the device 40 to and from the
While the invention has been described byv

pole structure does not greatly disturb the time . reference to a particular embodiment thereof, it
of energization of the injecting system (Fig. 5) 60 will be understood that numerous changes may

since this always occurs (in the mode of opera-

be made by those skilled in the art without actu

tion postulated above) when the ?eld strength

ally departing from the invention.

is near zero, a condition which is obviously at

aim in the appended claims to cover all such .

tained concurrently at all points within the re
gion of in?uence of the magnetic structure.‘
, In order to permit a still further degree of ad->

instability in the operation of the electronic
switch 40 there may be provided in connection
with it an adjusting coil I35 (Fig. 1) wound, for
example, upon the outer surface of the tube en

velope.

By passing current through this coil

in the appropriate sense the beam may be in

I therefore

equivalent variations as come within the true
55

spirit and scope of the foregoing disclosure.
What I claim as new and desire to secure by
Letters Patent of the United States, is:
_

1. A magnetic induction accelerator including
means de?ning a chamber within which charged
60 particles may follow an orbital path, means ef

fective when energized to inject charged par
ticles within said chamber, means adjacent to
said chamber for producing a time-varying mag

itially biased in either direction desired. Such
biasing may be used, for example, to secure
netic ?eld of such space distribution as normally
alignment of the path of the unde?ected beam 65 to con?ne charged particles within the cham
with the collimating openings 48 and 55 or, alter
ber ‘to a desired orbit while continuously ac
natively, to retard or advance the instant of im
pingement of the beam (as de?ected by the ac
celerating ?eld) upon either of the collecting
electrodes 56, 64.

.

The operation of the apparatus as a. whole
with reference to the correlation of the electron
injecting and releasing means to the variations

-celerating them along said orbit, auxiliary ?eld
. producing means adapted when energized to

modify the distribution of said time-varying ?eld
70 in such ‘fashion as to cause the accelerated par

ticles to deviatefrom said orbit, and means lo
cated within a region of in?uence of said time

varying ?eld and being actuable thereby for suc

of the accelerating ?eld is illustrated by the
cessively energizing said injecting means and
graphical representation of Fig. 8. In this ?gure 75 said auxiliary ?eld-producing means at intervals

'
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determined by the attainment of selected magni
tudes of said ?eld.
2. A magnetic induction accelerator including
a chamber within which‘ charged particles may
follow an orbital path, means effective when

energized to inject charged particles within said
chamber, means adjacent to said chamber for

' lecting said electron ray when the ray is de

?ected by said time-varying ?eld, means in cir
cuit with said second electrode for energizing
said auxiliary ?eld-producing means upon collec
5 tion of the ray by said electrode, and means for

adjusting the position of said switch with respect
to said time-varying ?eld, whereby the time of
energization of said auxiliary ?eld-producing

producing a time-varying magnetic ?eld of such
means may be modi?ed without concurrently
space distribution as normally to con?ne par
ticles within the chamber to a desired orbit while l0 modifying the time of energization of said inject

continuously accelerating them along said orbit,
means adapted when energized to modify the
distribution of said time-varying ?eld in such

ing means.
5. In a magnetic induction accelerator, a
source of charged particles, means de?ning a

fashion as to cause the accelerated particles to . chamber within which particles from said source
deviate from said orbit, and means including a is may follow an orbital path, means adjacent to
said chamber for producing a time-varying mag
magnetically controlled electronic switch ’posi
netic ?eld of such space distribution as normally
tioned within the region of influence of said time

to confine the particles to a desired orbit while
continuously accelerating them along said orbit,
jecting means and said ?eld-modifying means at
intervals determined by the attainment of se 20 auxiliary ?eld-producing means adapted when
energized to modify the distribution of said time
’ lected magnitudes of said time-varying ?eld.
varying ?eld in such fashion as to cause the
3. A magnetic induction accelerator including
accelerated particles to deviate from said orbit,
a chamber within which charged particles may
and means actuable by said time-varying ?eld
follow an orbital path, means effective when
energized to inject charged particles within said 25 when it has attained a given magnitude to pro
duce abrupt energization of said auxiliary ?eld
chamber, means adjacent to said chamber for
producing means.
producing a time-varying magnetic ?eld of such
6. In a magnetic induction accelerator, a source
space distribution as normally to con?ne charged
of charged particles, means de?ning a chamber
particles within the chamber to a desired orbit
while continuously accelerating them along said 30 within which particles from said source may fol

varying ?eld for successively energizing said in

low an orbital path, means adjacent said path
for producing a time-varying magnetic ?eld of
when energized to modify the distribution 01.’ said
such space distribution as normally to con?ne
time-varying ?eld in such fashion as to cause
the charged particles to a desired orbit while con
the accelerated particles to deviate from said
orbit, an electronic switch including means for 35 tinuously accelerating them along said‘ orbit, aux
iliary ?eld-producing means disposed in prox
producing a de?ectable ray of electrons, said
imity to the path. of-said charged particles and
switch being in proximity to said ?rst-named
effective when energized to modify the distri
?eld-producing means whereby de?ection of said
bution of said time-varying ?eld in such fashion
ray is controlled by the variations of said time
varying magnetic ?eld, a pair of displaced col 40 as to permit the accelerated electrons to leave
said orbit, a current-supply source adapted to
lecting electrodes within said switchfor respec
be connected to said auxiliary means to ener
tively collecting said electron ray in two di?’erent
gize the same, and means positioned within the
conditions of de?ection thereof, means responsive
in?uence of said time-varying ?eld and actuable
to collection of said ray by one of said electrodes
by said ?eld. to connect said supply source to said
for energizing said injecting means, and means
auxiliary means when the ?eld has attained a
responsive to collection of said ray by the other
given magnitude.
of said electrodes for energizing said auxiliary
7. A magnetic induction accelerator including a
?eld-producing means, whereby the energization
source of charged particles, means de?ning a
of said injecting and auxiliary ?eld-producing
chamber within which particles from said source
means is correlated to the variations of said ac

orbit, auxiliary ?eld-producing means adapted

celerating ?eld.

may follow an orbital path, means adjacent to -

_ '_

4. A magnetic induction accelerator including
a chamber within which charged particles may
follow an orbital path,‘ means e?ective when

said chamber to produce a time-varying mag
netic ?eld of such space distribution as normally
to con?ne the particles to a circular orbit while

energized to inje'ct charged particles within said

continuously accelerating them along said orbit,

means adapted when energized to modify the dis
chamber, means adjacent‘to said chamber for
producing a time-varying magnetic ?eld of such
tribution of said time-varying ?eld in such
space distribution as normally to con?ne par
fashion as to cause the accelerated particles to
ticles within the chamber to a desired orbit while
deviate from said circular orbit, and a mag
continuously accelerating them along said orbit,. 60 netically controlled electronic switch positioned
auxiliary ?eld-producing ‘means adapted when
within the region of in?uence of said time-vary
’ energized to modify the distribution of said time
ing ?eld and actuable when the ?eld has attained
“varying ?eld in such fashion as to cause the
a given magnitude to produce abrupt energiza

accelerated particles to‘deviate from said orbit,
an electronic switch including means for pro

ducing a de?ectable ray of electrons, said switch

beingin proximity to said ?rst-named ?eld-pro

tion of said modifying means.

65

'

'

8. A magnetic induction accelerator including
a source of charged particles, means de?ning a

chamber within which particles from said source
may follow an orbital path, means adjacent to
controlled by the variations of said time-varying
said chamber for producing a time-varying mag
?eld, a ?rst collecting electrode within said 70 netic ?eld of such space distribution as normally
switch for collecting said ray when the ray is
to con?ne particles within said chamber to a cir
in an undeflected condition, means connected
cular orbit while continuously accelerating them
with said collecting electrode for energizing said
along said orbit, auxiliary means adapted when
injecting means. upon collection of the electron
energized to modify the distribution of said time
75
ray by the electrode, a second electrode for col
ducing means whereby de?ection of said ray is
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distribution as normally to con?ne particles

varying ?eld in such fashion as to cause the ac

celerated particles to deviate from said circular
orbit, a magnetically controlled electronic switch
positioned within the region of in?uence of said
time-varying magnetic ?eld and e?ective to con

within the chamber to a ?xed orbit while continu
- ously accelerating them along said orbit, means

effective when energized to inject charged par
ticles within the said chamber, a magnetically
controlled electronic switch positioned within the
region of in?uence of said cyclically varying ?eld

trol the energization of said auxiliary means in

dependence upon the variations of said ?eld, and

means for adjusting the location of said switch
and actuable when the ?eld attains zero mag
with reference to said ?eld-producing means so
nitude to produce abrupt energization of said’ in
as to vary the time of energization of said aux~ 10 iecting means and thereafter abruptly to ter
iliary means.
minate the energization of such means.

9. A magnetic induction accelerator including

12. A magnetic induction accelerator includ

means de?ning a chamber within which charged
particles may follow an orbital path, means ad
jacent to said chamber for producing a time
varying magnetic ?eld of such space distribution
as normally to con?ne particles within the cham
ber to a desired orbit while continuously acceler
ating them along said orbit, means e?ective when

ing a. chamber within which electrons may follow
an orbital path, means adjacent said chamber
for producing a time-varying magnetic ?eld of
such space distribution as normally to con?ne an
electron discharge to a desired‘ orbit within said
‘chamber, means effective when energized to in

jest electrons into said ?eld, means for releasing
energized to inject charged particles within said 20 electrons from said orbit, a control device in prox
imity to said time-varying ?eld and including
chamber, and means actuable by said time-vary

ing ?eld when it has attained a given magnitude ‘

means for producing a beam of electrons which

to produce abrupt energization of said injecting

is de?ectable in response to the variations of said
?eld, an accelerator having a plurality of aper

means.

10. A magnetic induction accelerator. including
a chamber within which charged particles may
follow an orbital path, means adjacent to said
chamber for producing a cyclically varying mag
- netic ?eld of such space distribution as normally

to con?ne particles within the chamber to a de

tures, collimating means cooperating with said
apertures, electrodes located respectively oppo
site said apertures for collecting electrons tra
versing said apertures, means connected with one

of said electrodes for energizing said injecting
30 means, and means connected with another elec

sired orbit while continuously accelerating them
along said orbit, means e?ective whenenergized

trode for energizing said releasing means.

to inject charged particles within said chamber,

means de?ning a chamber within which elec
trons may follow an orbital path, means adja
cent to said chamber for producing a time-vary

, a potential source adapted to'be connected to

said injecting means to energize the same, and
means positioned within the region of in?uence of

said cyclically varying ?eld and actuable by said

13. A magnetic induction accelerator including

ing magnetic ?eld of such space distribution as
normally to con?ne electrons within the chamber

to a desired orbit while continuously accelerat
ing them along said orbit, means located within
injecting means at times when the said ?eld has
a selected magnitude thereby to produce inter 40 the region of in?uence of said time-varying ?eld
which is effective when energized to inject elec
’ mittent, abrupt energization of said injecting
trons within said chamber, an electric discharge
means.
means actuable by said time-varying ?eld when
11. A magnetic induction accelerator includ
it has attained a given magnitude and connec
ing means de?ning a chamber within which
charged particles may follow an orbital path, 45 tions to produce thereby abrupt energization of
said injecting means.
means adjacent to said chamber for producing a.
GEORGE C. BALDWIN.
cyclically varying magnetic ?eld of such space
' ?eld to connect the said potential source to the

